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Hello,

Few minor errors were detected with the latest version of the article. Essentially:

1. Main text
   p.4 : the word "our" was omitted to make the sentence neutral.
   p.6. the words "factors" were changed for "determinants" for consistency in terminology.
   p.6. the number 1) preceding the research question was omitted.
   p.7. the word "society" was added for consistency in terminology.
   p.7. the expression "chronic health conditions" was corrected.
   p.11. typographic error "work-exposure".
   p.16. typographic error "family- and network-level".
   p.19. the word "determinants' was changed for "factors' for consistency in terminology.

2. Tables
   p.40 (T-1). the expression "men=ns" was doubled.
   p.46 (T-3). the word "or' was changed for 'and'.

Thank you for considering these last revisions.

Regards,